
Assault 

 
 

Assault is committed by intentionally or carelessly creating in another person, an 

apprehension of imminent harmful or offensive conduct.  

 

No application of force, involves threat of force. Apprehension.  

Structure is: actionable per se, positive & voluntary act, then whether the conduct can 

constitute assault or not? Was there conditional threat? Then two elements below for 

determining plaintiff’s perspective. then directness and then fault.  

 

Two elements: 

 

 Expectation of contact must be reasonable; an objective and subjective test 

 It must relate to imminent contact.  

 

First element : reasonable apprehension (fear is not necessary) 

 

 Whether a reasonable person in the plaintiff’s position would have entertained 

the apprehension. (threat is believable and practical). Whether present ability 

to make good the threat. Thus objective test.  

 

 The plaintiff’s perspective is relevant, for example if the defendant threatens 

to shoot with an unloaded gun, the plaintiff may still have reasonable 

apprehension that the gun is loaded. Thus subjective test.  

 

Second element: imminence  

 

 Apprehension must be of physical contact that is imminent.  

 

Not necessarily immediate, but imminent. Thus the case below: 

Zanker v vartzokas (1988): Plaintiff (young woman) accepted a lift from the 

defendant in his van. 

 Once driving in the van the defendant offered her money for sexual favours which 

she refused. 

 Defendant then increasingly accelerated while the plaintiff demanded to be let 

out. 

 Defendant said 'I am going to take you to my mate’s house. He will really fix you 

up'. 

 Plaintiff jumped out of the car at 60 km/h and was injured. 

The defendant argued that the violence threatened was not immediate but instead 

violence in the ‘indefinite future’ and therefore did not constitute assault.  



The fear in plaintiff’s mind was 'immediate and continuing… so long as she was 

imprisoned by the defendant'. 

 

Because the plaintiff was 'at the mercy' of the defendant (since she was imprisoned), 

the threats of future harm were effectively imminent. The defendant remained in a 

position to carry out the threat.  

 
 

Conditional threats 

 

Tuberville v Savage: Whether a threatening declaration of future harm constituted an 

unlawful assault. Threats that are qualified by a condition which dispel the threat, will 

not be held to be assault 

 

A man placed his hand on his sword and told another, “If it were not assize-time, I 

would not take such language.” The justices of assize were in town. 

The Court held that an assault requires both (1) the intention and (2) the act of assault. 

Even an act of, for example, striking a man, without an intention to assault, does not 

constitute an assault. Accordingly, the Court held that the facts did not give rise as the 

man merely stipulated that he would have the intention to assault if it were not assize-

time. It was, indeed, assize-time and the man’s declaration expressly stipulated that he 

would not and did not intend to commit an assault. Thus, there could have been no 

assault as there was no intention nor act of assault, nor imminent threat thereof. 

Rosza v samuels : defendant who was a taxi driver who jumped a queue at a taxi rank. 

Another taxi driver, annoyed at the jump in the queue, angrily threatened that he 

would punch the defendant in the head. The defendant brandished a knife and stated 

“I will cut you to bits if you try it.” In this circumstance the defendant was convicted 

of assault because he had not completely dispelled his threat. 

 

This case considered the issue of assault and whether or not a conditional threat by a 

person amounted to self defence or assault. The force he threatened was excessive. He 

could have just driven off, that could be self defense. Not a threat of using a knife. 

That is assault.  

 



False imprisonment 

 

FI is committed by the direct, intentional or negligent total restraint of the freedom of 

movement of the plaintiff by the defendant, without legal authority.  

 

It is the restraint of someone’s liberty, for example, grabbing someone and not letting 

them go. Thus imprisonment.  

 

The restraint must be unlawful. If you are lawfully arrested by police, then not 

unlawful. Or a mental institution.  

 

Total restraint  

 

Bird v jones : Bird, P, wished to cross a section of a public road which was closed off 

due to a boat race. Two policemen, D, prevented B from passing in the direction he 

wished to go, but was allowed to go in the only other direction in which he could 

pass. B refused to go in that direction and stood in the same place. B raised an action 

against D for false imprisonment. 

 

Alternate was available.  As there was still one direction which B could take, he could 

not be said to have been imprisoned as he was not confined and prevented from 

passing or leaving that place. B was at liberty to move off in another direction and no 

restraint or actual force was used against him. 

 

Total restraint: contractual cases 

 

Balmain New Ferry Co v Robertson: ferry left wharf every 20 mins. Sign saying 

everyone entering or leaving must pay 1 penny. Robinson paid a penny to cross on a 

ferry, however he narrowly missed the ferry and changed his mind about crossing. R 

attempted to leave through the gate he came through, however it required another 

penny to be paid to leave. R refused to pay the penny because he had not crossed on 

the ferry. 

 

Failed to show false imprisonment, because he had entered into a contract. He had 

accepted the contractual condition.  

 



 

Herd v Weardale steel, coke and coal co.: Herd, plaintiff, was a miner in a coal mine. 

H attended work at 9.30 am, and in the ordinary course of work he would be entitled 

to be raised to the surface from the mine at the end of his shift at 4pm. There was one 

lift down to the mine. When H arrived at work in the mine, he refused to work, and 

requested to be raised to the surface in the lift at 11am. His employers, Weardale 

Steel, Coal and Coke Company, the owners of the colliery (D), refused to allow H to 

be lifted to the surface until 1.30 pm. H claimed that his prevention from using the lift 

until 1.30pm, which caused him to be imprisoned in the mine as it was the only means 

of exit, constituted false imprisonment. 

 

It was held that there was no false imprisonment. H was only entitled to the use of the 

exit on the terms on which he had entered. H had breached his employment contract 

by refusing to do the work he was ordered to do. This breach of contract justified his 

detention in the mine until the lift could be used 

 

Total restraint: how accessible should the alternate route be?  

 

The means of egress must be reasonable.  

McFadzean v CFMEU: anti logging protesters. Protesting at the site. The loggers and 

their union, in this case the defendant, set up a picket to barricade protestors in. they 

had been warned earlier to leave. Two means of exiting; bush gate; walking through 

the bush 1.5 km, rugged and steep so cannot carry belonging, and no vehicle can go 

through because of this. The second route was the police gate, calling the police for 

help. Request for medical assistance initially denied. 

 

i. Held that FI involves compulsion, causing plaintiff to stay against their will. It 

does not occur if plaintiff stays on their own volition, even if coercion is 

present.  

ii. Total restriction is necessary  

iii. If there is a reasonable means of leaving, and the plaintiff does not use it, then 

this is not FI.  

iv. If the means is unreasonable, then period of hesitation is FI.  

 


